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CALDERDALE YOUTH SERVICE
ANTI-OPPRESSION YOUTH WORK TRAINING
2000-2001 
REPORT

1.  BACKGROUND

In 1997 a multi-agency group consisting of Calderdale Health Promotion Centre, Lesbian Information Service, MSM (HIV/AIDS prevention project) and lesbian and gay young people came together to form ACTION for Lesbian and Gay Youth in Calderdale.  They acquired funding from Calderdale and Kirklees Health Authority, Rural Development Commission and Calderdale Community Foundation and conducted a survey of services and in-depth interviews with fifteen lesbian, gay and bisexual young people in Calderdale.  

The results of the research revealed on the one hand, a lack of services aimed at meeting the needs of this excluded group, and on the other, identified the specific needs of lesbian, gay and bisexual young people growing up in Calderdale.  Extensive recommendations were drawn from the research results, comments from the participants of the research and the 40 workers from 20+ agencies who attended a one-day seminar to disseminate and discuss the research findings. 

Calderdale Youth Service joined the multi-agency group at this stage, helped to organise the seminar and was instrumental in progressing several of the recommendations from the research report including:

·	wider development of the multi-agency group into the Calderdale Lesbian and Gay Inter Agency Group (IAG)
·	establishment of GALYIC, Gay and Lesbian Youth in Calderdale
·	taking on board the need for homophobia awareness training within the Youth Service
·	incorporating the need for action within the Youth Service Anti-Oppression Action Plan.

Calderdale Youth Service set up a group of supportive youth workers to look at ways of making the Service more accessible.  A training needs survey, concentrating on homophobia awareness, was conducted with full-time staff.  This resulted in Jan Bridget, an external consultant from Lesbian Information Service, being invited to conduct a one-day training event with all full-time youth & community workers in Calderdale - including senior management - on Homophobia Awareness from a Multi-Oppression Perspective.  The training day proved to be successful and recommendations from participants included development of a similar training programme for all part-time staff. 

2.  DEVELOPING THE TRAINING PROGRAMME

After discussions with Graham Griffiths, Training Officer, Calderdale Youth Service, Jan was invited to draw up an outline training programme which would examine anti-oppressive youth work, including homophobia awareness.  The programme was discussed with senior youth workers and the Youth Service Principal Officer and adapted and delivered by Jan and Graham.  After the first couple of sessions it was fine-tuned.

This training programme was different to previous ones because it was the first time it was both compulsory and paid.  The idea was to have a training input in each of the three academic terms with work to be conducted within work units before the training began (Preparing for Training), in-between terms to ensure continuity and practical application (Link Tasks), and after the final session (On-Going Development) to ensure the learning process was being acted upon and developed. 

The programme was also different in that it was to be delivered in unit clusters.  The basic principles behind unit-cluster training include:

·	making it easier for staff to participate by taking the training to where they work; 
·	encouraging a link between training and work practice; 
·	challenging the sometimes isolationary nature of youth work by enabling staff from a unit (or neighbouring units) to come together on a termly basis for training;
·	facilitating team-building;
·	facilitating involvement in development of policies, procedures and delivery of services. 

Topics for this type of delivery would cover issues which affect the whole unit, e.g. unit action plans, basic generic skills and knowledge such as equal opportunities, health and safety, alcohol and drugs, etc.  

Unit-Clusters included:

Todmorden Cluster:  Todmorden Youth & Community Centre, (Ashenhurst, Detached Team, Todmorden, Vale)

Hebden Bridge Cluster:  Salem Mill Community Centre, (Hebden Bridge, Luddenden, Mytholmroyd, Youth Action)

Sowerby Bridge Cluster:  Sowerby Bridge Youth & Community Centre (Barkisland, Jaffas, Pit Stop, Ryburn, Sowerby Bridge)

Central Halifax Cluster:  Queens Road Neighbourhood Centre (Queens Road, Raven Street, St Andrews, St Mary's, YMCA)

Brighouse Cluster:  Brighouse Youth & Community Centre (Brighouse, Cartwheel, Eastfield, Rastrick Youth Forum, Shelf, Stainland)

North Halifax Cluster:  Mixenden Youth & Community Centre (Abbey Park, Furness, Mixenden, Ovenden, Out and About, Outdoor Education, Pellon, Whitley, Youth Empowerment)

Projects, Accreditation and Initiatives staff Cluster: Learning By Achievement.

3.  LEGISLATIVE AND POLICY SUPPORT FOR TRAINING

Support for this kind of training comes from three institutional levels:  national and international legislation such as the Human Rights Act, local government policies such as Calderdale MBC's Equal Opportunities Policy and department policies and action plans, such as the Calderdale Education Service Equal Opportunity Policy Statement.

Human Rights Act

This came into force on October 2nd 2000:   Under the Act local authorities will, by law, have to provide equal services to everyone.  "Equal rights before the law" is a basic tenet of the new Act, as is the "right not to be discriminated against."

Calderdale MBC

The new Equal Opportunities Policy tackles inequality by ensuring that no person or group of persons using the services, applying for a job, or being employed with the authority, will be treated less favourably than any other person or group of persons because of their race, colour, ethnic or national origin or because of their religion, political views, gender, age, marital status, disability, trade union membership, social class or whether lesbian or gay either by direct or indirect discrimination.

Community Education

The Equal Opportunity Policy Statement says:  

1.	The Service will ensure an anti-oppressive and supportive environment for the delivery of Community Education. Practice will reflect these values.
2.	In its employment practices, the Community Education Service will take account of Equal Opportunities.
3.	The Community Education Service will develop an holistic curriculum which includes practice around anti-oppression issues.
4.	The Community Education Service will ensure access to training on issues of oppression and support staff in the implementation of Service policies.

4.  AIM OF THE ANTI-OPPRESSION TRAINING

The overall aim of the anti-oppression youth work training programme is to help develop anti-oppressive youth work in Calderdale.



5.  PREPARING FOR TRAINING 

Unit leader to conduct a survey of staff re training, knowledge and practice (Appendix A).  Purpose to:

1.	raise issues

2.	assess the levels of training, knowledge and practice

3.	identify backgrounds of members of staff

4.	help in evaluation of training programme.

Unit leader collate responses and utilise for discussion at unit team meeting and at meeting of unit leaders with trainers in preparation for training programme.

6.  FIRST SESSION:  'CAUSES OF OPPRESSION'

Introductions

Welcome, round - name, youth group.

Ground Rules

Confidentiality; listen; not talk over; respect.

Aims 

Have the aims written on flip-chart paper on the wall (Handout 1).

The aim of session one is to develop a better understanding of the underlying causes of oppression.  At the end of the session participants will:

1.	have access to, and an understanding of, a multi-oppression frame-work;

2.	know more about the causes of oppression, in particular in relation to class, disability, gender, race and sexual orientation.

Oppression

Break into smaller groups and each group come up with a definition of what oppression is.  This could be a list of words or actions or a sentence or paragraph.  Share with main group; come to a consensus.  Appendix B gives a list which came up in the Calderdale training.

Multi-Oppression Framework

Wordstorm:  Identify groups of people who are discriminated against.  (Appendix C gives a list of those groups identified in the Calderdale training).

OHP:  Multi-oppression Framework (Handout 2) a) external b) internal; go through and explain:  Most of us belong to both camps:  the more oppressed groups we belong to the more vulnerable we are and vice versa. 

Handout:  Multi-oppression Framework:   In pairs, identify which groups belong to: both privileged and oppressed.  Share example of being privileged and of being oppressed

Feedback to main group:  how did you find this exercise?  What were some of the issues that came up?

Definitions

OHP (Handout 3):  Isms/Phobias.  Stress a) the same definition is used for all isms/phobias, you merely change the group; b) emphasise difference between external oppression (ism) and internal oppression (phobia) 

Language

If enough participants, divide into five groups.  Each conduct wordstorm on words/phrases (positive and negative) used to describe:

·	Homosexuals/Heterosexuals 
·	Black/Minority Ethnic People/White People
·	Women/Men
·	Disabled People/Non-Disabled People 
·	Poor/Working Class (socially excluded)/Middle/Upper Class

Each group feedback in turn; questions?  Add to.  Similarities?  Differences?.  Point out often get a long list of negative words for oppressed groups and a short list of relatively positive words for privileged groups.  In case this exercise wasn't too successful, a prepared OHP or handout can be used to extend list of words; see Handout 4 for list of words used to describe homosexuals.  If this is used, ask participants which words recognise.  Point out most people recognise most words.  Appendix D gives a list compiled from all of the Calderdale training sessions.

Institutions

Utilising wordstorms and handouts, ask the question, "Where do these messages come from?" Get whole group to identify what the 6 main institutions are that create and perpetuate oppression, i.e. religion, medicine, law, media, education, family.

In smaller groups, select an institution (ensure all six institutions are covered) and come up with list of ways that that institutions create and perpetuate oppression, include racism, sexism, disablism, classism and homophobia.

Take it in turn to feed back lists:  religion, medicine, law, media, education, family; add to; query; discusss; show brief, relevant, video extracts if available; identify similarities in lists; (Handouts 5,6,7,8,9).  

Link Tasks

Explain about the Link Tasks:

Individuals within units/clusters first need to select which area they are especially interested in, i.e. class, race, gender, disability or sexual orientation.  Each area must be covered.  That individual will then take the lead role within their unit/cluster on their chosen issue, i.e. ensuring the issue is covered, developing curriculum material, working with young people on that issue, etc.  The tasks for individuals include:

Link Tasks Between First and Second Terms (Handout 10)

Task One

Working with young people, divide into groups, each group choses an area (racism, classism, disablism, sexism and homophobia); each group monitors the media (television, radio, film, newspapers, magazines, advertising) for different forms of oppression over a period of time, say one week.  Groups must collect examples, e.g. video television programmes, tape radio shows, keep copies of articles from magazines, newspapers, write down any examples of advertising, etc).  Each group takes it in turn to make a presentation of their findings to other members; worker supports groups to do this and facilitates discussion.

Task Two

a.  Observe the young people you work with.  

b.  Utilising session evaluation sheets, record all examples of oppressive behaviour within your unit (verbal or physical); complete an entry after every session even if there have been no examples e.g. say 'nothing to report.'

Task Three

Working with young people, design a questionnaire to ascertain members' attitudes towards minority/oppressed groups; conduct survey; discuss findings with members.

Task Four

Ensure that 'anti-oppression' is an agenda item at each team meeting; share progress reports on above; encourage each other to be pro-active, to collect material, etc.

Evaluation

Complete evaluation form for first session.

7.  SECOND SESSION:  'EFFECTS OF OPPRESSION'

Introductions

Welcome, round - name, youth group.

Ground Rules

Confidentiality; listen; not talk over; respect.

Recap

In the first session we looked at the multi-oppression framework; the use of language in oppression; a definition of oppression covering both external and internal oppression and the role institutions play in creating and perpetuating oppression (Religion, Medicine, Law, Media, Education, Family).

Aims

Have the aims written on a flip-chart and display on wall (Handout 11):

'The aim of the second session is to faciliate empathy with oppressed groups by broadening knowledge about the effects of oppression on people who are poor, minority ethnic, disabled, lesbian, gay or bisexual people or female. At the end of the session participants will:

1.	have a better understanding of the external effects of oppression and multi-oppression, e.g. education, employment, housing, law, general health, social outlets;
2.	have a better knowledge of the internal effects of oppression in relation to identity development, including self-esteem, mental health problems, etc.'

Link Tasks

Remind participants what link tasks were; share what achieved.

Effects of Oppression
 
As an introduction to the effects of oppression a video extract was shown which gave some of the effects on the health and well being of a working class woman compared with a middle class woman.  Participants were invited to write down what they thought were the main points brought up by the extract and share these with group.  These are written on the flip-chart.  (This is then used as an aid in the following exercise).

Break into smaller groups (4/5): come up with a list of the effects of oppression on

·	women
·	disabled people
·	minority ethnic people
·	poor people (if this hasn't already been covered by the video exercise)
·	homosexuals

Feed back to main group:  add, questions? Compare:  note similarities, differences. (Appendix E).

Input on effects on lesbian and gay youth by trainer:  OHP (Handout 12); video extracts if possible.  Questions?  Are these applicable to other groups?

Effects on Identity Development

OHP (Handout 13), video extracts if possible, questions?  

Attitudes

OHP (Handout 14), video extracts if possible, questions?

Link Tasks Between Second and Third Terms (Handout 15):

Task One

a.  Find out what services are available for young people who are minority ethnic; disabled; female; poor (socially excluded); lesbian, gay or bisexual.  How can you make links with them?  How can you work with them?  What do these services offer?  What are the gaps in provision?  

b.  As a team, utilise this data to develop an Information Point for members with descriptions of agencies, named individuals, telephone numbers, procedures for referrals, etc.



Task Two

Assessment of Needs of Users

a.  find out what the backgrounds are of the young people you work with:  how many come from socially excluded backgrounds, how many are female, how many disabled, how many are minority ethnic, how many are lesbian, gay or bisexual?  (Your membership forms should tell you this information).

b.  find out what their needs and experiences are regarding health (physical and emotional, including alcohol and drugs); discrimination - bullying, verbal, physical, emotional, sexual - in school, college, careers, training, employment, youth service, social services, health service, legal system, religion, family, housing, support agencies; relationships (friendships, family, sexuality, sexual activity, relationship skills), sexual health. 

c.  utilise data to:

		i.  develop needs-led programme
		ii. monitor use of centre

d.  you can utilise the sections identified in b. to form a basis for discussion groups with young people (consciousness raising).

Evaluation

Complete evaluation form

8.	 THIRD SESSION:  'CHALLENGING OPPRESSION'

Introductions

Welcome, round - name, youth group.  

Ground Rules

Confidentiality; listen; not talk over; respect.

Recap

In the first session we looked at the multi-oppression framework; the use of language in oppression; a definition of oppression covering both external and internal oppression and the role institutions play in creating and perpetuating oppression (Religion, Medicine, Law, Media, Education, Family).

In session two we looked at the external effects of oppression on women, poor people, disabled people, homosexuals, and minority ethnic people.  We also looked at the internal effects of oppression (identity development of individuals/attitudes).

Aims

Have aims written on flip-chart and display on wall (Handout 16):

Having gained a better understanding of the underlying causes and the effects (external and internal) of oppression, the aim of the final input is to provide participants with practical ways of challenging oppression.  At the end of the session participants will:

1.	have identified ways their service discriminates;
2.	have begun to develop a Unit Action Plan to develop anti-oppressive practice.

Link Tasks

Remind participants what link tasks were; share what achieved.

Challenging Oppression

In units, identify ways in which your unit discriminates against/ignores the needs of young people who are poor, disabled, minority ethnic, homosexual, female.

Share findings with rest of group (add to if appropriate).  Appendix F contains a list identified in Calderdale.

Case study (Handout 17)

Feed back into main group.  Appendix G contains a list identified in the Calderdale training.

Utilising findings identified in first two exercises, as well as the knowledge gained in previous training sessions, draw up a Unit Action Plan to make your unit non-discriminatory.  Include time-scales, named individuals, include monitor process.

Share with main group. Appendix H contains Action Plans identified in the Calderdale training.

Evaluation

Complete evaluation form



9.  ON-GOING DEVELOPMENT 

After the training programme, each team should work through the following: 

·	Ensure the equal opportunities policies (Calderdale MBC, Community Education Anti-Oppression) are clearly visible.

·	Develop and agree ways of dealing with examples of discrimination by staff (either as per grievance and harassment policy or, if not appropriate, develop own unit policy)  

·	Agree a contract and/or policy statement with and for users re anti-discrimination. 

·	Acquire resources to work with young people around issues of racism, classism, disablism, sexism, homophobia.  

·	Pro-actively promote anti-oppression curriculum within youth work programme.   

·	Develop individual programmes for young people at risk. 

·	Outreach work with minority groups.

·	Develop referral system to other agencies; ensure the agency is non-discriminatory, appropriate and accessible to the young person you are referring.

·	If you have a management group, are all oppressed groups represented?

·	What monitoring and evaluation systems do you have?  For example

§	end of year report
§	oppressive incidents - how dealt with; how many?
§	background of participants - how representative?
§	number of sessions conducted around anti-oppression
§	staff supervision sessions
§	staff meetings
§	training courses, etc.

·	Ensure this is an on-going process, e.g.

§	Monitoring and evaluation every year.
§	Include in end of year report targets for following year.
§	Interview new members.
§	Induction process of new staff inclusive of anti-oppressive policies.
§	On-going assessment of attitudes of staff/volunteers/young people.
§	Further training as required.

10.  EVALUATION/CONCLUSION

It is important to point out that the anti-oppression training programme took place within the context of Calderdale Youth Service having an Anti-Oppression Action Plan which units had signed up to.  The idea was that the training would link into this Plan, supporting units to develop their own anti-oppression action plans. This emphasises the need to undertake any work within a long term context. We believe that it would be a mistake to implement a training programme without laying longer term foundations.

The following are some of the key learning points which arose during delivery of the programme:

·	For the training to be as effective as possible it was important to have regular meetings with unit part- and full-time leaders to ensure they were aware of the role they had to play and to support them in this role. Initial planning took place with senior staff in the Service, but meetings of a wider group did not happen - probably because of the tension of finding the right balance between face to face work and the pressures of recruitment of staff. This had consequences and meant that very few workers actually completed either the pre-training questionnaire or any of the inter-session tasks.  It is also unlikely that units will have continued after the training to develop their anti-oppression work along the lines suggested in section 9 of the report.  Follow-up work is necessary to ascertain the effects of the training on provision of services. Currently a survey of staff on the effects of the Service's wider training programme is underway so we might gain further feedback from these results.

·	Here it is worth considering whether a delay, of perhaps a term, to undertake some of the meetings with unit leaders would have been beneficial. In hindsight we feel that a delay would have been beneficial, but at the time we were fearful of losing the opportunity to implement the training programme. We therefore compromised recognising the wider organisational factors at work.

·	It was envisaged that each unit would work together during the training sessions with unit leaders being part of these teams.  This would give the leaders the opportunity to observe their staff, work closely with them and identify further training needs and deal with any supervision matters.  Unfortunately, this didn't always happen.

·	A major issue that arose during the training was what to do with a small number of workers who were persistently oppressive during the sessions (homophobia was the most pronounced). Some seemed to be purposefully trying to derail the training.  There needs to be clear policies and procedures about how to deal with situations like this, both during the training and afterwards.  If the units had been working together in groups with the unit leader, there would have been an opportunity for the leader (or training officer) to take the person to one side and deal with them so as to minimise effects on the training programme.  It would also be up to the unit leader to deal with these individuals after the training during supervision and to discuss progress with line managers to ensure that action is actually taken.

·	It is crucial to have a clearly prepared plan to deliver anti-oppression training.  It is also important, however, to be willing to review the plan in light of how the training is received.  The key is to be flexible: sometimes programmes will need amending to fit in with particular situations, taking on board, for example, any local circumstances. The course was evaluated throughout and amendments made as necessary.

·	On the whole it was considered that the training was successful; the evaluation sheets, completed by the majority of participants, would confirm this.  Whilst there was some resistance during the first session, by the end of the third session participants expressed higher scores.  There was a greater willingness to talk about practice and the implications of our work. The following are proposed as possible reasons for some early resistance:

§	It is understood that some people react badly when told that they must attend training.  They actively resist leadership, block and disrupt the process and argue with the trainer whenever possible.  Such actions can have a negative effect on the rest of the participants.  A handful of individuals displayed this kind of behaviour.

§	There were no agreed procedures on how to deal with disruptive participants. These needed to be thought through and clarified at the meetings referred to earlier.

§	On some occasions the size of the group was too large.

§	The first session was the most theoretical.  

§	The content of the first session was adapted when it became obvious that there was too much content.

·	Having two tutors was essential: the one from outside was the consultant who provided the anti-oppression framework, the one from inside was the training officer who had inside knowledge about the service, its units and staff.  The tutors were able to bring different perspectives.

·	Sometimes rooms used in venues were inappropriate; and refreshments could have been better.  These sort of things help to set the tone for training and to make a training session successful. It was noticeable that many leaders had taken the time to prepare for the training session. Where this happened the atmosphere was more conducive to development.

·	Procedures need to be agreed by management as to what to do when a unit (or person) either does not attend compulsory training or does not complete it.

·	Follow-up work needs to be included to encourage units and staff to implement learning.

Overall we would like to thank the staff of Calderdale's Community Education - Youth Service, for their willingness to explore practice and engage positively in the anti-oppressive training process. There are many anecdotal and practical stories now emerging about how the sessions challenged thinking and led to a development of services. We hope that this will be translated into effective practice with young people.



APPENDIX A

ANTI-OPPRESSION QUESTIONNAIRE
Responses to this questionnaire will be treated as confidential.  

PART 1:  PERSONAL

1.  Name:

2.  Unit:  

3.  Sex:  	Male
		Female

4.  Sexual Orientation:  

		Heterosexual
		Homosexual
		Bisexual
		Not prepared to divulge

5.  Race:	Asian
		African/Caribbean
		White
		Other (please specify)

6.  	a.  Are you Disabled?  Yes, No.

	b.  If yes, is your Disability

		Hidden
		Visible

7.  Class:	Childhood					Now

	Poor Working Class (socially excluded)		Poor Working Class (socially excluded)
	Lower Working Class				Lower Working Class
	Upper Working Class				Upper Working Class
	Middle Class					Middle Class
	Upper Class					Upper Class

8.  Education:
	
	Left school at 15/16
	6th form college
	univerisity/polytechnic
	other (please state)

9.  Vocational Qualification:

	None
	Youth & Community Work
	Teaching
	Social Work
	Other  (please specify)
PART 11:  TRAINING, KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE

10.  What training have you had in relation to working with young people?



11.  How would you rate the quality of your training in relation to supporting young people?  

excellent 
good 
fair
poor
no training 

12.  Did your training include issues specific to:

Young women?   yes/no

Young minority ethnic people?  yes/no

Young disabled people?  yes/no

Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)?  yes/no

Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  yes/no


13.  Have you ever had supervision in relation to supporting young people?  Yes/no


14.  Has your supervision included discussion of issues concerning the following groups:

Young poor, working class people (socially excluded)? Yes/no

Young women?  Yes/no

Young minority ethnic people?  Yes/no
 
Young disabled people?  Yes/no
 
Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  Yes/no


15.  How would you rate your level of knowledge about the following: 

Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)?  a lot, somewhat, little, none

Young women?  a lot, somewhat, little, none
 
Young minority ethnic people?  a lot, somewhat, little, none
 
Young disabled people?  a lot, somewhat, little, none
 
Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  a lot, somewhat, little, none
16.  How familiar are you with health and social resources in relation to:


Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)? a lot, somewhat, little, none

Young women?  a lot, somewhat, little, none

Young minority ethnic people?  a lot, somewhat, little, none

Young disabled people?  a lot, somewhat, little, none

Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  a lot, somewhat, little, none


17.  Do you know of any specialised support programmes aimed specifically at:


Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)? Yes/no

Young women?  Yes/no

Young minority ethnic people?  Yes/no
 
Young disabled people?  Yes/no
 
Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  Yes/no


18.  What was the percentage of users in your project during the past year who are:


Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)? 0, 1-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-100

Young women?  0, 1-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-100

Young minority ethnic people?  0, 1-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-100

Young disabled people?  0, 1-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-100
 
Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  0, 1-25, 26-50, 51-75, 76-100


19.  Are you aware of the backgrounds of your users with regard to:


Class? Yes/no

Gender?  Yes/no

Ethnicity?  Yes/no
 
Disability?  Yes/no
 
Sexual Orientation?  Yes/no


20.  What is your usual approach towards the following groups of users:

Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)? 		
					Same as for all young people, 
					Refer or Consult with Colleague, 		
					Refer to Other Agency, 
					Combination of all three.

Young women?  			Same as for all young people, 
					Refer or Consult with Colleague, 		
					Refer to Other Agency, 
					Combination of all three.

Young minority ethnic people?  		Same as for all young people, 
					Refer or Consult with Colleague, 		
					Refer to Other Agency, 
					Combination of all three.

Young disabled people?  		Same as for all young people, 
					Refer or Consult with Colleague, 		
					Refer to Other Agency, 
					Combination of all three.

Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  
					Same as for all young people,  
					Refer or Consult with Colleague, 		
					Refer to Other Agency, 
					Combination of all three.


21.  Are you uncomfortable working with any of these groups; if you answer yes, please state why:

Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)? Yes/no

Young women?  Yes/no

Young minority ethnic people?  Yes/no
 
Young disabled people?  Yes/no
 
Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  Yes/no


22.  Please state if you feel able to support the following groups adequately:

Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)? Yes/no

Young women?  Yes/no

Young minority ethnic people?  Yes/no
 
Young disabled people?  Yes/no
 
Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  Yes/no

SECTION III:  PROVIDERS OPINIONS AND ATTITIDES


23.  Is it important to be aware of the background of your users with regard to:


Class?  Yes/no.

Gender?  Yes/no.

Ethnicity?  Yes/no.

Disability?  Yes/no.

Sexual Orientation?  Yes/no.

24.  All young people have specific needs because of the development stages adolescents go through.  Because of oppression the following groups have extra needs, what are these likely to be?

Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)? 



Young women?  



Young minority ethnic people?  
 


Young disabled people?  
 


Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  




25.  How likely are poor working class (socially excluded) young people going to seek support compared with middle class young people? 
 	
		More likely
		Less likely
		No difference
		Don't know

26.  How likely are young women going to seek support compared with young men?

		More likely
		Less likely
		No difference
		Don't know

27.	How likely are minority ethnic young people going to seek support compared with white young people?

		More likely
		Less likely
		No difference
		Don't know

28.	How likely are disabled young people going to seek support compared with non-disabled young people?  	

		More likely
		Less likely
		No difference
		Don't know
29.	How likely are lesbian, gay and bisexual young people going to seek support compared with heterosexual young people?

		More likely
		Less likely
		No difference
		Don't know

30.  Is it helpful to have members of staff who are:


Poor/originally poor, working class (socially excluded)? Yes/no/don't know

Female?  Yes/no/don't know

Minority ethnic?  Yes/no/don't know
 
Disabled?  Yes/no/don't know

Lesbian, gay or bisexual and out?  Yes/no/don't know


SECTION IV:  PROVIDER'S PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR FACILITY'S SERVICES


31.  Does your service offer specialised programmes for the following groups:

Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)? Yes/no/don't know

Young women?  Yes/no/don't know

Young minority ethnic people?  Yes/no/don't know
 
Young disabled people?  Yes/no/don't know

Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  Yes/no/don't know


32.  Is your management knowledgeable about problems the following groups experience:

Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)? Yes/no/don't know

Young women?  Yes/no/don't know

Young minority ethnic people?  Yes/no/don't know
 
Young disabled people?  Yes/no/don't know

Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  Yes/no/don't know


33.  Are your co-workers knowledgeable about the problems the following groups experience?

Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)? Yes/no/don't know

Young women?  Yes/no/don't know

Young minority ethnic people?  Yes/no/don't know
 
Young disabled people?  Yes/no/don't know

Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  Yes/no/don't know


34.  How would you rate the quality of special programmes in your service for the following groups?

Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)? Yes/no/don't know

Young women?  Yes/no/don't know

Young minority ethnic people?  Yes/no/don't know
 
Young disabled people?  Yes/no/don't know

Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  Yes/no/don't know


35.  What is the priority at your unit to develop and improve programmes for the following groups?


Young, poor, working class people (socially excluded)? Yes/no/don't know

Young women?  Yes/no/don't know

Young minority ethnic people?  Yes/no/don't know
 
Young disabled people?  Yes/no/don't know

Young lesbian, gay and bisexual people?  Yes/no/don't know

APPENDIX B

WHAT IS OPPRESSION?

·	Victimisation
·	Power imbalance
·	Bullying
·	Rights
·	Discrimination
·	Individual/group
·	Less eligibility
·	Disempowerment
·	Low self worth
·	Lack of respect
·	Alienation
·	Being kept down
·	Someone having power over someone else
·	Being made to feel worthless and inferior
·	Social control disguised as being 'for the good of society'
·	Restrictions/barriers to freedom of behaviour, speech
·	Can be overt and covert attitudes and behaviour that stops others from being themselves
·	Brow-beaten into another's way of living
·	Abuse/misuse of power
·	Feeling of isolation
·	Not being allowed to own views
·	Effect of socialisation
·	Internalised feelings


APPENDIX C

WHICH GROUPS ARE OPPRESSED?

·	Ethnic Groups
·	Disabled Groups
·	Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgendered People
·	Political Groups
·	Travellers
·	Old People
·	Young People
·	HIV + People
·	Women
·	Left-handed People
·	Religions
·	Mental Health
·	Learning Difficulties
·	Size
·	Class
·	Hair colour
·	Travellers
·	Drug users
·	Poor
·	Unemployed
·	Single parents
·	Geographical areas


APPENDIX D

WORDS/PHRASES USED TO DESCRIBE POOR/WORKING CLASS

·	Inverted snobs
·	Twits
·	Scum
·	Low life
·	Scrubber
·	Scumbags
·	Poorer
·	Low self-esteem
·	Less privileges
·	Associated with crime
·	NHS
·	Less job opportunities
·	Lower pay
·	Stereotypes
·	Less access to facilities
·	Segregation
·	Territorialism
·	Divided
·	Dole scroungers
·	Skivvies
·	Scroungers
·	Scum
·	Dolees
·	Wasters
·	No-hopers
·	Dossers
·	Scruffs
·	Druggies
·	Alcoholics
·	Uneducated
·	Burden to society
·	In-breeding
·	Lazy bastards
·	Losers
·	Layabouts
·	Dole dossers
·	On the take
·	Thick

WORDS/PHRASES USED TO DESCRIBE RICH/MIDDLE/UPPER CLASS

·	Snobs
·	Silver spoon
·	Toffee nosed
·	A day at the races
·	Inter-bred
·	Mad brother
·	Locked in attic room
·	Civilised and cultured
·	Intelligence
·	Boat race
·	Rich
·	Power
·	More opportunities
·	Private health care
·	Higher job opportunities
·	Higher pay
·	Stereotypes
·	Higher access to facilities
·	Posh
·	Far superior
·	Toffs
·	Alcoholics
·	Well educated
·	Better than others
·	Stuck up
·	Privileged
·	Rich bitch
·	Spoilt
·	Haven't got a clue about the real world
·	Elite group
·	Secure
·	Closed ranks

WORDS/PHRASES USED TO DESCRIBE DISABLED PEOPLE

·	Spastic
·	Cripple
·	Spaz
·	Flid
·	Specky 4 eyes
·	Bog eyed
·	Peg leg
·	Mong
·	Nutter
·	Lunatic
·	Loony

WORDS/PHRASES USED TO DESCRIBE NON-DISABLED PEOPLE

·	Normal

WORDS/PHRASES USED TO DESCRIBE WOMEN

·	Hubbies other half
·	Her indoors
·	My ball and chain
·	Mrs
·	Her
·	Slut
·	Slapper
·	Cow
·	Bitch
·	Woman
·	Lady
·	Female
·	Shag box
·	Miss
·	Cock teaser
·	Kitchen appliance
·	Abused wife
·	Feminine
·	Catty
·	Tart
·	Darling
·	Love
·	Weak
·	Clerical
·	Bad driver
·	Sympathetic
·	Caring
·	Housewife
·	Stupid
·	Dizzy
·	Bimbo
·	Lessie
·	Skinny
·	Anna (rexic)
·	Air head
·	Woman's place
·	Silly
·	Shag bag
·	Fat
·	Fanny
·	Bird
·	Bit o'Stuff
·	Our lass


·	Whore
·	Dog
·	Ride
·	Utensil
·	Cunt
·	Gossips
·	Fit
·	Worth one
·	Bike
·	Bag
·	Bagger
·	Mingin
·	'you don't look at mantlepiece while you're poking fire'
·	babe
·	fish
·	love
·	sweetheart
·	darlin

WORDS/PHRASES USED TO DESCRIBE MEN

·	Dickhead
·	Sex magnet
·	Medallion man
·	Man
·	Gentleman
·	Male
·	Sir
·	Bastard
·	Bread-winner
·	Womaniser
·	Clever dick
·	Plonker
·	Stud
·	Superior
·	Intelligent
·	Strong
·	Managers
·	More opportunities
·	assertive
·	Swine
·	Penis head
·	Pig
·	Masculine
·	Queen
·	Tosser
·	Arsehole
·	Twit/twat
·	Knob head
·	Slap head
·	Wanker
·	Clingon
·	Baldy
·	Thicko
·	Git
·	Shit/shit-head
·	Nog-head
·	Prick
·	Macho
·	Stud
·	Wimp
·	Hard
·	Shit stabber
·	Arse-bandit

WORDS USED TO DESCRIBE HOMOSEXUALS

·	Faggots
·	Up-hill gardener
·	Shirt-lifter
·	Fudge-packer
·	Gay
·	Soft lad
·	Pervert
·	Camp
·	Puff
·	Pansy
·	Gender bender
·	Freak
·	Queer
·	Bummer
·	Reliever-giver
·	Lezzies
·	Lemons
·	Ac/dc
·	Dyke
·	Homo
·	Les
·	Butch
·	Daisy

WORDS USED TO DESCRIBE HETEROSEXUALS

·	Man/woman
·	Straight
·	Normal
·	Slag
·	Slut
·	Stud
·	Pros
·	Cassanova
·	Straight
·	Slapper
·	Easy
·	Tart
·	Frigid
·	Virgin
·	Bike
·	Putting-it-about
·	A right goer
·	Babe
·	Scrubber
·	Hot
·	Talent
·	Stud
·	Tart

WORDS/PHRASES USED TO DESCRIBE MINORITY ETHNIC PEOPLE

·	Darky
·	Paki
·	Coon
·	They all look the same
·	Go back home
·	Taking our country over
·	Drug dealers
·	Working and claiming social security
·	They're all taxi drivers
·	Cornershop/take-aways
·	Look after each other
·	Nig-nog
·	Nigger
·	Chink
·	Jap
·	Jock
·	Taff
·	Paddy
·	Honky
·	Spic
·	Dago
·	Coloured
·	Black
·	Wog
·	Abdul
·	Curry face
·	Tutters
·	Iqbal
·	Black meat
·	Black bastard
·	Gollywog
·	Spear chucker
·	Yid
·	Micks
·	Fenioan bastard
·	Half-caste
·	Jocks
·	Druids
·	Sheep shaggers
·	Frogs
·	Krauts
·	Sprouts
·	Spicks
·	Wop
·	Slopes
·	Chinks
·	All breed like rabbits
·	All lazy
·	Not have driving licences
·	Pollacks
·	Ethnics

WORDS/PHRASES USED TO DESCRIBE WHITE PEOPLE

·	White trash
·	White meat
·	Gora Paul
·	Honky
·	Slapper
·	Better employment
·	Drunks
·	Feeling of superiority
·	No cultural identity



APPENDIX E

EFFECTS OF OPPRESSION

RACISM

·	Language
·	Violence
·	Mental health/suicide
·	Discrimination
·	Higher prison sentences
·	Lower educational expectations
·	Lack of racial awareness
·	Education geared towards whites
·	Lack of education at primary level: less options therefore less jobs, etc
·	Misunderstanding/suspicion
·	Lack of cultural awareness, tradition, beliefs
·	Considered as foreigners: however long they have lived here
·	Not welcome in police force
·	Poor housing: geared towards white families with 2.5 children (inadequate for large Asian families)
·	More likely to be unemployed
·	Alien cultures
·	Feel good factor
·	Depression/low self-esteem
·	Not fitting in
·	Persecution because of beliefs
·	Fear
·	Anti-social
·	Isolation
·	Victimisation
·	Retaliation
·	Alienation
·	Myths
·	Displaced people - refugees
·	Poor diet due to  lack of awareness
·	Higher rates of heart disease, diabetes, etc
·	Cultural divide
·	Lack of awareness amongst white service providers, e .g. teachers, social workers, nurses, etc (all whites have lack of understanding in all fields)
·	No implementation for protection of certain religious groups, e.g. Islam

DISABILISM

·	Transport issues
·	Low self-esteem/depression
·	Job opportunities/types of employment
·	Stigma
·	Vulnerable
·	Isolation(access)
·	Angry
·	Frustrated
·	Manipulated
·	Inadequate housing
·	Capitalism
·	Younger death rates
·	Language/deaf/sight
·	Mental health - more likely to be imprisoned
·	Seen as anti-social
·	Illiteracy
·	Butt of humour
·	Prejudice
·	Restrictions - transport, services (architecture)
·	Lack of freedom of choice
·	Self belief
·	Violence
·	Insecurity
·	Suicide
·	Dependency
·	Lack of leisure facilities
·	Public transport difficulties
·	More money spent on physical rather than mental health problems
·	Discrimination - direct and indirect
·	Restriction of  movement
·	Access
·	Lack of educational opportunities
·	Family pressure
·	Not fitting in
·	Lack of confidence and motivation

SEXISM

·	Low self-esteem
·	Job opportunities/types of employment
·	Depression
·	Vulnerable
·	Education
·	Angry
·	Victimised
·	Insulted
·	Institutionalised
·	Religion
·	Isolation
·	Alienation
·	No control
·	Anger/hatred
·	Fear
·	Inequality
·	Domestic roles
·	Menial tasks
·	Lack of choice
·	Dependency
·	Multicultural factors/religion
·	Pay structure
·	Changing historical image
·	Discrimination - direct and indirect
·	Insecurity
·	Lack of confidence/motivation
·	Dual roles - no credit for this
·	Sex nymph
·	Physical strength not recognised

HOMOPHOBIA

·	Violence
·	Mental health
·	Discrimination
·	Excluded by family and friends
·	Not welcome in the Armed Forces
·	Associated with STDs
·	Gay men are associated with paedophiles
·	Image:  AIDS/drugs
·	Stigma
·	Unequal rights
·	Prejudice
·	Isolation
·	Lack of self-respect/self-esteem
·	Family issues
·	Fear
·	Lack of self-belief
·	Name calling
·	Closetted
·	Alienation
·	Stereotypes
·	Housing
·	Ignorance
·	Lack of awareness
·	Lack of tolerance/understanding
·	Religious intolerance
·	No protection of rights
·	Not included at decision-making levels
·	Lack of career opportunities - glass ceiling
·	Accusations because of what they are rather than who they are

CLASSISM

·	Depression/suicide
·	Stress
·	Poverty
·	Ill health - heart disease (smoking, drinking)
·	Premature death
·	Poor housing
·	Cost of living:  food, car
·	Unemployment
·	Few worries
·	Poor diet
·	Not breast feed
·	Lack of income = security
·	Waiting lists for health care
·	Despondency
·	Lifestyle
·	Overcrowding
·	Low self-esteem
·	Loneliness
·	Pregnancy
·	Single parents



APPENDIX F

WAYS THAT CALDERDALE YOUTH SERVICES ARE DISCRIMINATING

"In what ways does your youth work unit discriminate against or ignore the needs of young people who are working class; lesbian, gay or bisexual; female; have disabilities or mental health problems; minority ethnic..."

·	No ramp access
·	No specialist provision for young people with mental health needs
·	No integration between clubs
·	Tribalism
·	Territorial
·	No support - fire-fighting
·	Reactive not proactive
·	Value and belief systems of workers
·	Membership not representative of community
·	Lack of accessibility of buildings to people in wheel chairs
·	No integration of membership i.e. disabled/mainstream
·	Not offering a wide enough range of activities
·	Too much time spent on more vocal/visible young people to the detriment of the quieter less visible ones
·	Charging (subs) for less well off
·	Not enough girls' activities e.g. not using pool table
·	Jibes - atmosphere
·	Nothing for young Asian women
·	Homophobia - language, insults
·	BNP presence in Todmorden: makes it easier for older members to 'legitimise their attitudes'
·	Parents were members: members have parents' views 
·	Combat 18 groups in Mixenden, Pellon and Ovenden
·	No mirror in gents
·	Disabled toilets sometimes used as store room
·	Lack of knowledge about people with epilepsy
·	Lack of knowledge about people with mental health problems
·	Don't openly discuss sexual orientation
·	Transport
·	Staffing 
·	Young people with step-parents/families, divorced, bereavement, physical abuse: often ignored
·	Tend to ignore fact that the working class has sub divisions
·	No disabled toilets
·	Girls do not get as much time for their activities i.e. gym/pool table dominated by boys
·	Steps within building
·	Lack of training re needs of wheel-chair bound young people - lifting,
·	Activities:  boys more structured activities, girls more socialising
·	Words, put-downs
·	Needs of young carers not known
·	Needs of young people with learning disabilities not known
·	Expensive trips
·	Workers accept if the boys rule the gym/pool table
·	Staff attitudes
·	Staff ignoring issues e.g. LGB
·	Fear of confronting issues
·	Not creating a tolerant atmosphere
·	Predominantly white club, could be hard for an Asian or black youth to come in
·	People covering feelings
·	Turning a 'blind' eye
·	Own attitudes
·	Blocks
·	Terminology
·	Lack of facilities
·	Too busy!
·	Subliminal (tv adverts, tea shirts, decoration, adverts, notice-board
·	Not following up on hunches, information, awareness
·	Accessibility and/or lack of information
·	External pressures - lack of reading time for workers; - from parents; - part-time
·	Lack of professional skills - half-trained
·	Inability to recognise when to refer
·	Pressure from world
·	Balancing funding
·	DoE Centre:  predominantly white, middle-class: not widely promoted (word of mouth) stays within class group
·	Outdoor Centre:  independent organisational groups tend to fall into white middle-class sector; organisations who bring minority, working class groups do not have the opportunity to continue; young people unable to access funding e.g. for appropriate clothing, travel, activity costs.
·	How can specialist youth workers like outdoor pursuits utilise their specialist skills to develop experiences to tackle racism, sexism, homophobia, disableism, classism?
·	Apartheid system:  white area/schools, Asian areas/schools
·	Rural: transport
·	Failure to challenge oppressive behaviour satisfactorily

APPENDIX G

RESULTS OF BULLYING CASE STUDY

·	Bullying:  staff member with trust to discuss with member; consider getting trusted member to find the low down, keep an eye on things.  If bullying happening has to be tackled; try to open a discussion indirectly around subject of mental illness, assuming this is the problem.  School and parents - is bullying happening there?  It could get ignored.

·	Inform all staff; gather information from friends/peers; open questions with young person; encourage one-to-one discussion; find common ground; use listening skills; safe/comfortable environment; avoid giving impression 'being counselled'; find most appropriate staff (relevant skills, gender, relationship); use of videos to promote discussion with young people; attack ring-leader; do we become the bullies?  How did we let it happen?  What could we have done to avoid it?  Important to make links with schools.

·	The young person:  approach young person, support and encourage; how to find out what the issue is i.e. sexual abuse? Sexual orientation? Mental health? Poverty?  The Group:  explore 'breakdown' comment; relationships within group; follow code of practice.  Implications:  seek support from colleagues and management; alert colleagues; accompanying staff, group, individual, within centre and to activity (safety).

·	Different levels of intervention:  1.  Male staff may want to ask female staff to make initial approach; ascertain problem from young person: ask her if she wants to talk about it.  2.  Different interventions:  talk to group to find out group dynamics, individually and as group.  3.  What help and support can be given to the young person - in-house, other agencies?  4.  Intervention with group:  work around bullying; find out underlying issues, may be sensitive issues.


APPENDIX H

ACTION PLANS

"Draw up an Action Plan to make your unit non-discriminatory.  Include a timescale; named people for tasks; and systems to monitor." 

EXAMPLE 1

Short Term

·	Media analysis evenings
·	Curriculum resources made available free to youth centres, e.g. posters
·	All residential experiences should include one anti-oppression session

Medium Term

·	Set up Young Asian Girls Group
·	Anti-oppression training weekends:  
a.	 generic (all youth workers): anti-discrimination; referral/links with other agencies 
b.	specific (specialist youth workers): needs of specific groups of young people: minority ethnic groups, lgb groups, disabled groups, working class groups, young women...
·	Camcorder: interview young people on Todmorden market, make a video

Long Term

·	Move to accessible premises
·	Develop ways of combating BNP, Combat 18: Develop a youth work response
·	Peripatetic anti-oppression tutor who goes round youth centres

EXAMPLE 2

Use GALYIC as a model to develop work around other oppressed groups (minority ethnic, disabled, young women, poor, carers, etc) e.g. 

1.	research into needs and experience
2.	research into specific provision of services
3.	recommendations
4.	set up Inter-Agency Group
5.	ensure feed into relevant policy structures
6.	develop specific projects where non exist
7.	ensure general provision (within all youth centres) is accessible and relevant
8.	help to develop other accessible and relevant services (utilising L.I.S. Access Model) e.g. health, hate crime, mental health, schools, alcohol, sexual health




Specific

·	Publish report from training
·	On-going developmental training
·	Resources to support work in youth centres
·	Bring in outsiders for stimulation
·	Management:  policies, money, political will
·	Task groups to ensure happen

EXAMPLE 3

Short-term (3 months)

·	Involve cross section of young people via new members, outreach work, checking other agencies for minority groups in our catchment area.
·	Arrange visits to other clubs
·	All staff monitor work
·	Increase membership
·	Construct a more informative membership form - user friendly

Medium-term (3-6 months)

·	Depending on intake, arrange more appropriate activities
·	Visit other centres, clubs, Phab
·	Instigate open discussions on discriminatory topics
·	Complaints process
·	Accessible language
·	Members to fill out feedback forms after visits/discussions

Long-term (one year)

·	A membership that is made up from a wider cross-section of society with activities to match.
·	An inclusive atmosphere on club nights
·	Questionnaire to plan for next year

EXAMPLE 4

·	Information Point; within four months; Patrick Ambrose
·	Integration - Mencap - by October 2001 
·	Work with other youth clubs - September 2001 
·	Remove platform and bar - 2004 
·	Cultural awareness - September 2001 
·	Disabled access.




EXAMPLE 5

·	Integrate our members through visits and invitations to other youth clubs i.e. clubs from St Johns area, special needs units - all staff
·	Normal evaluation forms plus separate evaluation forms for targeted piece of work
·	Bhangra disco

EXAMPLE 6

·	Notice board/leaflets
·	Internet, web addresses, NYA
·	Information Shop 
·	Two new computers
·	Youth Fax
·	Support for young people whose parents are divorced/separated
·	Keep needs on agenda

EXAMPLE 7

·	Access to gym: costings have been made; refer to Ian (medium term)
·	'Tolerant culture', all team; support and discussion, nightly evaluation
·	Inclusive activities:  fund-raising to keep prices low (SRB); summer programmes; all team.
·	Gender issues:  maintain female activities, develop more activities (within three months); all team.

EXAMPLE 8

·	Up-date information on notice board, equal opportunities, make more visible (Heidi & Steve)
·	Encourage and involve young peoples' views in drawing up 'statement of anti-oppression' before end of summer, J.G.
·	Discussion on oppressive behaviour led by D.S. & A.R. 
·	Utilise materials from residential.  Support from G.F.
·	Adverts, TV awareness - challenge messages E.B.
·	Up-date information by tapping into links e.g. Dashline, etc H.F.
·	Additional module on oppression in Stepps. H.F.
·	Role play: more awareness, encouraging all. V.H.
·	Individual awareness - following up especially oppressive behaviour
·	Monitoring on nightly recording sheets
·	Agenda item at team meetings

EXAMPLE 9

·	Do we need more social education to look at more discussion sessions?
·	Tackling racism within all white group etc.
·	Accessing Websites
·	Bullying conference

EXAMPLE 10

·	Equal opportunities through 'best value' report (staffing implications or turn away existing users to utilise time to spend on outreach to 'hard to reach' groups).

EXAMPLE 11

·	Reserve 50 sessions per year for non-traditional groups: promoting good practise this year for next year.
·	Promotional campaign - Spring term.
·	Deliver June/July
·	Arrange transport/access to transport
·	Arrange access to funding (to fund transport, activities)
·	Recording good practise:  case studies, personal examples
·	Targeted projects
·	Promoting belief that outdoor pursuits is not matcho, can be used for any group

EXAMPLE 12

Short Term

·	Check service policies:  handbook in office; equal opportunities in process of being developed
·	Anti-oppression student training day, possibly residential
·	Other issue-based training days
·	Possible induction day for new groups
·	Try to build links with Himat

Medium Term - Long term

*  Look at possibility of changing the balance within LBA:  can we make it more inclusive?

HANDOUT 1

TERM ONE:  'CAUSES OF OPPRESSION'

The aim is to develop a better understanding of the underlying causes of oppression.  At the end of the session participants will:

3.	have access to, and an understanding of, a multi-oppression frame-work;
4.	know more about the causes of oppression, in particular in relation to class, disability, gender, race and sexual orientation.



HANDOUT 2

MULTI-OPPRESSION FRAMEWORK 
EFFECTS OF DISCRIMINATION (EXTERNAL)

	PRIVILEGED GROUP				OPPRESSED GROUP

	White							Black
	English							Minority Ethnic
	Middle Class						Working Class
	Heterosexual						Homosexual
	Able-bodied/minded					Disabled
	Male							Female
	|							|
	|							|
	Better Education					Worse Education
	& Wider Horizons					& Lower Horizons
	|							|
	Better Employment Opps				Worse Employment Opps
	More Job Satisfaction					Less Job Satisfaction
	Better Pay						Worse Pay
	Less Unemployment					More Unemployment
____________|__________________		_______________|_______________
|                               |    	    	   |		|	                    |		      |
More Ind.               More    	   Less 		More Dep.	     Less	      	More
from Family	    Status   	   Trouble	on Family                Status	Trouble
|                               |    	 	    with Law	 |                               |		 with Law
Less Homeless/       More    	    |		More Homeless/     Less	      	       |
Harassment             Power   	    Less		Harassment             Power	  More
|	           	      |    	    	    likely		|        	     	       |    	   	  likely    
More Own	      More    	    Custodial	Less Own                Less	               Custodial
Houses           	     Influence           Sentences	Houses                    Influence	 Sentences
|                                   |    	    	     |		|		         |		       |
Better		     More Social  	   More		Worse		   Fewer Social      Less
Housing	        	     Outlets	    Justice	Housing	        	   Outlets	   Justice

MULTI-OPPRESSION FRAMEWORK
EFFECTS OF VISIBILITY:  
INTERNAL IDENTITY/PROVISION


	PRIVILEGED GROUP	OPPRESSED GROUP

	White 			Black
	English         			Minority Ethnic 
	Middle Class			Working Class
	Heterosexual			Homosexual
	Able-bodied/minded		Disabled
	Male			Female
         	|			|
	Greater Visibility		Less Visibility
	|			|
	More Positive			Fewer Positive
	Role Models			Role Models
	|			|
	Few Negative			More Negative
	Stereotypes			Stereotypes
	|			|
	More Acceptance		Less Acceptance
	|			|
	Less Isolation 			More Isolation
_____________|________		____  ______	|__________________________
|                     		 |                       	|			         |
Stronger/Superior	Less    		Weaker/Stigmatised	  More
Identity        		Need  		Identity                   	  Need
|                		|  	 	|                        		   |
Higher              	More    		Lower                    	  Less
Self Esteem       	Visibility   		Self Esteem                     Visibility
|              		of Issues   		|                         	  	 of Issues
|                       	 |   		|                         	   	    |
Less Vulnerable	More		More Vulnerable	   Less
to Suggestion               	Research/   		to Suggestion             	   Research/
|             		Information 		|                   		   	 Information            
|		|		|			    |
More Confidence/	More 		Less Confidence/	   Less 
Assertive		Support		Assertive			   Support
|		|		|			    |
Better Mental	More Likely		Worse Mental		  Less Likely
Health		to use		Health			   to use
|		Services		|			   Services
|		|		|			    |
Less Need,		Support		More Need,		   	Support
& Less Use of	Geared to		& More Use of		  Not Geared toAlcohol/Drugs	their Needs		Alcohol/Drugs		  their Needs		                          
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DEFINITIONS

The idea is that there are two parts to oppression:  'phobia' which describes 'internal' beliefs (prejudice) and 'ism' which describes 'external' acts (discrimination).  External acts come from internal beliefs.  If we can change our internal beliefs then we are less likely to act in a discriminatory way.   

We can take responsibility to change our own internal beliefs but we can only challenge the beliefs and acts of other individuals.  Similarly, we can only challenge those in positions of power within institutions to change their policies and procedures - and we would do that by challenging their beliefs. 

The following definitions are applicable to people brought up in Britain.  

HOMOPHOBIA

The recognised or unrecognised fear or hatred of homosexuals or homosexuality that is present in both heterosexuals and homosexuals.  Everyone is taught to be homophobic

HETEROSEXISM

Discrimination against homosexuals based on the belief that heterosexuality is superior to homosexuality.  Heterosexism is built into all of our institutions.

RACE-PHOBIA

The recognised or unrecognised fear or hatred of black people that is present in both white people and black people brought up in Britain.  Everyone is taught to be racephobic.

RACISM

Discrimination against black people based on the belief that white people are superior to black people.  Racism is built into all of our institutions.

n.b.  this definition would also be applicable to, e.g. Chinese people, native American people, and so on.

FEMALE-PHOBIA (mysogny)

The recognised or unrecognised fear or hatred of women that is present in both men and women.  Everyone is taught to be female-phobic.

SEXISM

Discrimination against women based on the belief that men are superior to women.  Sexism is built into all of our institutions.

DISABLE-PHOBIA

The recognised or unrecognised fear or hatred of disabled people that is present in both non-disabled people and disabled people.  Everyone is taught to be disable-phobic.

DISABLISM

Discrimination against disabled people based on the belief that non-disabled people are superior to women.  Disableism is built into all of our institutions.

n.b.  This applies to both visible and hidden disabilities.

CLASS-PHOBIA

The recognised or unrecognised fear or hatred of poor people/poverty that is present in both monied people and poor people.  Everyone is taught to be class-phobic.

CLASSISM

Discrimination against poor people based on the belief that monied people are superior to people without money.  Classism is built into all of our institutions.

ETHNOPHOBIA

The recognised or unrecognised fear or hatred of non-English people that is present in both English people and non-English people brought up in Britain.  Everyone is taught to be ethnophobic.

ETHNICISM

Discrimination against non-English people based on the belief that English people are superior to non-English people.  Ethnicism is built into all of our institutions.

"We are not using the term Racism to define the oppression experienced for example by White Irish, Welsh, Scottish or travelling people.  The main reason for this distinction is to recognise the different forms of oppressions black people experience because they cannot hide the colour of their skin.  Irish, Scottish, Welsh and travellers for example, experience different forms of oppression due to their physical characteristics, culture and expression.  They do not experience oppression because of the colour of their skin and they can collude in the oppression of Black peope by White people."  Quoted in the Equilizer 2 by Bread Youth project.

This same principle could be applicable to, e.g. people with hidden disabilities, lesbians and gays who can pass as heterosexuals, upwardly mobile working class people, women in positions of power.
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WORDS/PHRASES USED TO DESCRIBE HOMOSEXUALS

Lead Young People Astray;  Perverts;  Puff; Sick; Mentally Ill; Dyke; Lezzie; Bender;
Opt Out; Not Natural; All Got AIDS; Promiscuous; Immoral;  Queer; Brave; No
Grandchildren; Mothers Fault; Fathers Fault;Can't Be Trust with Children; Arrested
Development;  Lesbians Haven't met a Real Man; Hormone Imbalance; Lesbians want to be
Men; Lesbian hate children;  Lesbians are afraid of childbirth; Lesbians wear male
clothing;  Lesbians are all truck drivers; It's a phase; Its a crime against nature;
It's caused by a genetic defect;  Lesbians are Ugly; Gay men are limp-wristed sissies;
Obsessed with sex; Child molesters; Insanely jealous and possessive; There are no Black
Lesbians and Gays;  they don't live here, they only live in cities; it's a
western/white disease; it's a capitalist diseases; one of them; lesley; lemon; ginger;
effeminate; indecent; that way inclined; hijra;chhaka; battyman; limp-wristed;
eccentric; should be shot; artistic;individual; strong; abnormal; all got AIDS; promiscuous; mother's fault; flat-heeled brigade; bent; homo's; one of those; sexual deviant; fairies; queens; dangerous; outrageous; woolly woofters; not to be trusted near children; ass poppers; shirt
lifters; sex abusers; carry disease; ...

WORDS/PHRASES USED TO DESCRIBE HETEROSEXUALS

Straight; normal; healthy; fit; macho men; hetties; queer bashers....
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EFFECTS  OF RELIGION
RACE

*  Jesus is portrayed as a white man
*  Religion used to reinforce racist ideology & legitimise slavery
*  missionaries - civilising black savages
*  all the pope's have been white
*  references in bible to barbarians, savages, uncivilised
*  religious wars - Yugoslavia, Northern Ireland - used to condone violence

DISABILITY

*  Lourdes - emphasis on being 'cured'  Come unto us and let us heal you
*  In some religions disabled equated with evil or the devil - cure or condemned
*  Some religions believe that disability is caused by the sins of the family/previous life

CLASS

*  promote work ethic and will get reward in heaven
*  wealth of churches while thousands of poor people
*  vicars middle class; mothers union - middle class
*  prior to 19th C: poverty 'god-given' and part of natural order:  

GENDER

*  Christianity, Judaism & Islam based on patriarchal societies
*  most religions have said women are unclean at certain times
*  Christianity: god the father
	:  makes women subservient to men (Adam and Eve, St Paul)
	:  'fall' of 'mankind' blamed on Eve (therefore on all women
	:  kept women outside of priesthood (Catholicism still does)
	:  portrayed women as virginal or whore/temptress
	:  associates femaleness with sacrificial giving/men with headship and authority
	:  gospels written by women ignored
*  Hindu - viruous woman is one who worships with her husband (pathicratha)
*  Islam - has laws relating to the dressing of women
	denies women certain jobs and roles in some societies
*  Judaism -  does not accept the testimony of women
	:  a Jewish woman cannot divorce her husband but he can divorce her
	:  women are not permitted any service leadership role in synagogue
	
HOMOPHOBIA

*  Anglicanism:  "homosexual genital acts fall short of the ideal"
*  Catholicism:  "homosexuality is an aberrant deviation."
*  Judaism:  Lord Jakobovits: abort feotus if homosexual
*  Islam:  Dr Kalim Siddiqui called for gays to be eliminated.
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EFFECTS OF MEDICINE
GENDER

*  Tried to show that women have smaller brains than men and therefore less intelligent
*  Thousands of witches (mostly female) killed - mid-wives and herbalists
*  Cliterodectormy used as cure for female insanity
*  Majority of mental health clients female.   Socialisation and/or mysogynistic 
*  Male control of medicine and women

RACE

*  Tried to show brains of black people smaller than white people, therefore inferior
*  High proportion of black people diagnosed as mentally ill
*  Hardly any research on sickle cell disease which affects black people
*  Diseases created to account for slaves who ran away

CLASS

*  'Science' used to prove aptitudes of poor classes as 'practical' rather than 'complex' 
*  Aptitude definition in 1968:  inborn factors of individual differentiations.
*  IQ test
*  More poor people defined as insane and in insane asylums
*  Now:  more ECTs done to working class women in particular

DISABILITY

*  Medical model of disability:  blames disabled people for their disability rather than societies attitudes and lack of access which create barriers
*  Medical professionals keep disabled people as sick people
*  Disabled people dealt with as a problem in need of special treatment rather than equal citizens with a right to full participation
*  Millions spent on research into why disabled people are the way they are, attempts to cure them, rehabilitate them, make them approximate able-bodiedness or fit into society designed to serve able-bodied interests

SEXUAL ORIENTATION

*  Homosexuality classed as sickness in Britain until 1993
*  Homosexuality considered to be arrested development, phase, immature
*  Blamed parents:  too close/too distant
*  Can help us change
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EFFECTS OF LAW 

GENERAL

*  Most officials (judges, police inspectors, barristers, solicitors, probation officers, prison officers) are white, middle and upper class, non-disabled men.  They will treat people not from their backgrounds more harshly.

*  Why are laws made?  Who made them?  For what purpose?  Most laws are made to keep certain people in power and others oppressed.  

*  Social Enquiry Reports help to determine sentences.  Research shows SERs written mainly by white, middle class, male probation officers (usually heterosexual) and discriminate in what they say, how they say it and what they recommend.

*  Longer sentences for minority groups

CLASSISM

*  About 90% of prisoners are working class
*  Legal Aid - who can afford what (access if rich)
*  Social security scroungers v. tax evaders
*  Different treatment from officials depending on status
*  Legal profession:  middle class; criminals:  working class
*  Middle class values & beliefs of officials protect rights of privileged, empathise and identify with middle calss and upper class predicatments
*  Connection between poverty and crime - rise in poverty, rise in crime
*  Materialistic culture:  possessions are symbols of success - encourages envy, greed
*  Police not enforce law equally among various groups of population
*  Police not enforce laws in different places
*  Working class people less likely to change the law
*  Access to information about law (language inaccessible)

DISABLISM

*  Previous disability acts not enforced; new one reduced in power
*  Only recently protection against discrimination 
*  Law used to section, imprison and hospitalise disabled people
*  Buildings, procedures still inaccessible although being challenged by new law

SEXISM

*  How deal with rape cases i.e. women on trial
*  Amount of crime against women i.e. domestic violence - how dealt with
*  Killing of husbands - long sentences, shorter for killing wives
*  1983 Home Office statistics:  43% of women serving custodial sentences for relatively minor offences such as theft, fraud and handling compared with 23% of men
*  Women more likely to get probation orders (1/3 compared to 1/10 of men)
*  SERs more likely to refer to state of home or whether woman of good character (when referred to for men, usually say he is on his own and doesn't have a wife to clean up)

HOMOPHOBIA

*  Homophobic laws:  Section 28 Local Gov. Act; Age of Consent; immigration; public order act
*  No anti-discrimination laws therefore discriminate e.g. employment; custody, housing
*  Not allowed to marry, receive other benefits e.g. tax, inheritance
*  Police harassment, abuse

RACISM

*  Immigration laws:  "It is the essence of the Immigration Act that peole will be discriminted against onthe grounds of race and nationality"  
*  Police more likely to stop black men to search
*  Police reluctant to investigate racist crime
*  Black people 5% of population yet 11.5% of adult prisoners
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EFFECTS OF MEDIA

*  Makes oppressed groups invisible/few positive role models:
	homosexuals shown as sick, perverted
	black people as lazy, sexy or sporty
	disabled people as helpless and dependent
	working class people as dirty, unemployed
	women as mothers, wives or sexy
*  Powerful images given to privileged groups
*  Minority news sensationalised
*  Little recognition of multi-cultural society
*  Minority people shown as having problem rather than society's attitudes
*  Negative language used reinforces attitudes

DISABLISM

*  Patronising attitudes
*  Access:  large print, subtitles, signing

CLASSISM

*  Reporting of strikes biased
*  Queen's English - upper and middle class

SEXISM

*  Page 3/pornography/adverts
*  Male sports - rarely show female sports

RACISM

*  Racist reporting:  language, slant
*  News:  aid helpers white, 'third world' dependent on west

HOMOPHOBIA

*  Either perverts/pansies or trendy lesbians
*  Oppression not taken seriously - few documentaries usually male
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EFFECTS OF EDUCATION

DISABILITY

*  Disabled pupils - until recently, segregated
*  Disabled people invisible in curriculum
*  Use of words to describe disabled people used by pupils to put others down
*  Children with disabilities bullied
*  Buildings not accessible (induction loop, wheelchair, minicom, brail pads)

RACE

*  Underachieving in exams
*  National curriculum Eurocentric
*  Not acknowledging cultures and traditions
*  Racism from teachers and pupils
*  Few black teachers
*  Lack of anti-racist strategies

CLASS

*  State/comprehensive - working class; grammar/independent - middle/upper class
*  University:  70% middle/upper class 
*  Local education colleges - BTEC/NVQs - working class
*  Role  models?  - middle class
*  Expectations of middle class teachers - middle class children do good
*  Many schools fail to produce sense of dignity for working class pupils

GENDER

*  Girls encouraged to take up art subjects, boys science
*  Gender socialisation in junior schools - books read (35 heroines/71 heroes)
*  Girls get less criticism from teachers leading to lack of confidence
*  Teachers spend more time with boys
*  Higher percentage of male head teachers - role models

HOMOPHOBIA

*  Omitted from curriculum (except in relation to HIV/AIDS)
*  No visibile role models
*  Homophobic bullying goes unchallenged
*  No books/information available
*  No support from teachers

Many of points applicable to each section.
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EFFECTS OF FAMILY
RACE

*  White families pass on racist behaviour, beliefs, attitudes, language
*  Black families can pass on internalised racism leading to low self-esteem
*  Lack of exposure to positive images of black people/not meeting black people

GENDER

*  Sex-role stereotyping:  toys, clothes, hair, jobs
*  Education:  boys encouraged to do well
*  Employment:  boys encouraged to get good job
*  Parents roles:  mother at home/housework, father work/car mechanics
*  Food:  boys often given more than girls

CLASS

*  Encouraging/not-encouraging education
*  Punishment - w/c tend to be haphazard, m/c towards better character
*  Attitudes towards health:  alcohol consumption, smoking, food
*  Hobbies, pastimes, socialising
*  Internalised superiority/inferiority

DISABILITY

*  Disabled family members often hidden by families
*  Some families are over-protective
*  Families pass on their disabliest attitudes i.e. person's fault not society
*  Use disablist language
*  Disabled people not allowed a sexuality or to be independent

HOMOPHOBIA

*  Assume heterosexual:  brought up to be heterosexual with parents homophobic views
*  Usually no support for gay children, sometimes thrown out
*  Not talked about:  family ashamed - keep hidden
*  Threat of losing children if lesbian/gay
*  Family celebrations: engagements, weddings, births, funerals
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LINK TASKS BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND SESSIONS

Link Tasks

Individuals within units/clusters first need to select which area they are especially interested in, i.e. class, race, gender, disability or sexual orientation.  Each area must be covered.  That individual will then take the lead role within their unit/cluster on their chosen issue, i.e. ensuring the issue is covered, developing curriculum material, working with young people on that issue, etc.  The tasks for individuals include:

Task One

Working with young people, divide into groups, each group choses an area (racism, classism, disablism, sexism and homophobia); each group monitors the media (television, radio, film, newspapers, magazines, advertising) for different forms of oppression over a period of time, say one week.  Groups must collect examples, e.g. video television programmes, tape radio shows, keep copies of articles from magazines, newspapers, write down any examples of advertising, etc).  Each group takes it in turn to make a presentation of their findings to other members; worker supports groups to do this and facilitates discussion.

Task Two

a.  Observe the young people you work with.  

b.  Utilising session evaluation sheets, record all examples of oppressive behaviour within your unit (verbal or physical); complete an entry after every session even if there have been no examples e.g. say 'nothing to report.'

Task Three

Working with young people, design a questionnaire to ascertain members' attitudes towards minority/oppressed groups; conduct survey; discuss findings with members.

Task Four

Ensure that 'anti-oppression' is an agenda item at each team meeting; share progress reports on above; encourage each other to be pro-active, to collect material, etc.
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AIMS OF SECOND SESSION

The aim is to faciliate empathy with oppressed groups by broadening knowledge about the effects of oppression on people who are poor, minority ethnic, disabled, lesbian, gay or bisexual people or female. At the end of the session participants will:

3.	have a better understanding of the external effects of oppression and multi-oppression, e.g. education, employment, housing, law, general health, social outlets;
4.	have a better knowledge of the internal effects of oppression in relation to identity development, including self-esteem, mental health problems, etc.
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EFFECTS OF OPPRESSION ON LESBIAN AND GAY YOUTH
·	Lesbian and Gay Youth face isolation from 
¨	society, 
¨	family, 
¨	friends,
¨	and other Homosexuals, especially Lesbian and Gay peers; 
·	Pressure to conform and family rejection;  
·	Isolation and problems at school (including the Homophobia of teachers and pupils);
·	Verbal, physical and mental violence and harassment; 
·	As well as the terrible emotional stresses caused by the internalisation of a stigmatised identity.  
This creates great conflict for Young Homosexuals: to either accept their sexuality, and face the consequences of coming out, or suppress it, which will lead to greater problems. 
Because of these unique circumstances Lesbian and Gay Youth are extremely vulnerable and, without adequate support, accurate information, positive role models and peer support, fall victim to: 
·	Alcohol and drug misuse.  A third of Lesbians and Gays seriously misuse alcohol, this usually begins in adolescence. 
·	Depression, suicide and other emotional health issues.  2 to 6 times more likely to attempt suicide than heterosexual Youth; may comprise up to 30% of completed youth suicides.
·	Homelessness and the risk of prostitution.  Lesbian and gay youth make up between 25 and 50% of homeless youth.
·	Truancy and drop out from school, unemployment.
·	Relationship problems.
·	More vulnerable to exploitation by adults.
·	Promiscuity, unwanted pregnancies and S.T.D./HIV infection.  
Not all Young Lesbians and Gays experience all of these problems but the majority experience some.   It is Lesbian and Gay Youth who are more isolated who are most at risk.  These include:
·	those who have not yet come out and made contact with lesbian and gay groups; 
·	those who are aware of their 'difference' at an early age; 
·	those who grow up in rural areas and small towns where there is no lesbian or gay visibility and support; 
·	those who belong to other minority groups, for example those who are black, minority ethnic, working class, disabled; and 
·	those who are female. Young lesbians of all minority groups are more isolated and invisible.
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DEVELOPING A POSITIVE IDENTITY

STAGE 1:  We are unaware that we are different, but we have internalised the negative messages.

STAGE 2:  We become aware that we are different from the majority (most critically during adolescence) and try to conform to the 'norm.'

STAGE 3:  Through access to positive role models, accurate information, meeting others like ourselves (especially peers), we can begin to challenge our internalised negative messages and replace them with positive ones, helping us to develop a positive self identity.

STAGE 4:  This then makes us more able to deal with and challenge external oppression.


SOME REASONS THAT PREVENT DEVELOPMENT OF POSITIVE IDENTITY

*  Use of alcohol or drugs.

*  Remaining isolated, without access to accurate information, peer or adult support, positive role models.

* Belonging to several oppressed groups means it will be much more complicated; multi-oppressed people will be more isolated and vulnerable.  

SPECIFIC TO LESBIAN AND GAY YOUTH:

a.  Negative responses to coming out, especially from parents.

b.  Staying in the closet:  guards against external oppression but great toll on our mental health.  It means, for example, 

-  we continue to remain terrified of being discovered, 

-  are unlikely to get appropriate support.  

c. Belonging to a fundamentalist religion.  
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EFFECTS OF HOMOPHOBIA ON HETEROSEXUALS


Do not internalise a stigmatised identity in relation to their sexual orientation. 

Have fewer obstacles to overcome during the developmental processes of adolescence therefore easier to achieve/develop 

	-  sexual identity, 

	-  self-esteem, and 	

	-  social skills.

Develop a feeling of superiority towards homosexuals and have:

	-  stronger self identity

	-  higher self esteem. 

Many people (heterosexuals and homosexuals) are obsessed with proving they are heterosexual.  

Affects peoples' attitudes towards homosexuals and homosexuality.  

The British Social Attitudes survey has repeatedly found high responses from adults who believed homosexuality was always wrong:  OHP

1983:  50%

1985:  59% (AIDS)

1989:  58%

1993:  NOP poll:  35%

Also found homophobia most common among:

	older people
	Tories
	people lower down on the social ladder

U.S. research (Herek, 1984) discovered some broad patterns among people who hold negative views about homosexuals: OHP

They had less personal contact with lesbians and gays
They had experienced less (if any) homosexual behaviour
They believed in a conservative religious ideology 
They held traditional attitudes about sex roles.

They were also:

More likely to have grown up in rural areas and small towns
To be older
To be less well-educated.
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LINK TASKS BETWEEN SECOND AND THIRD SESSIONS:

1.	a.  Find out what services are available for young people who are minority ethnic; disabled; female; poor (socially excluded); lesbian, gay or bisexual.  How can you make links with them?  How can you work with them?  What do these services offer?  What are the gaps in provision?  

	b.  As a team, utilise this data to develop an Information Point for members with descriptions of agencies, named individuals, telephone numbers, procedures for referrals, etc.

2.  Assessment of Needs of Users.

	a.  find out what the backgrounds are of the young people you work with:  how many come from socially excluded background, how many are female, how many disabled, how many are minority ethnic, how many are lesbian, gay or bisexual?  (Your membership forms should tell you this information).

	b.  find out what their needs and experiences are regarding health (physical and emotional, including alcohol and drugs), discrimination (school, college, careers, training, employment, youth service, social services, health service, legal system, religion, family, housing, support agencies, - bullying, verbal, physical, emotional, sexual); relationships (friendships, family, sexuality, sexual activity, relationship skills), sexual health. 

	c.  utilise data to:

		i.  develop needs-led programme
		ii. monitor use of centre

	d.  can use sections identified in b. to form basis for discussion (consciousness raising) groups.
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AIMS OF THIRD SESSION: CHALLENGING OPPRESSION

Having gained a better understanding of the underlying causes, external and internal effects of oppression, the aim of the final input is to provide participants with practical ways of challenging oppression.  At the end of the session participants will:

3.	have identified ways their service discriminates;
4.	have begun to develop a Unit Action Plan to develop anti-oppressive practice.
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CASE STUDY

Your team notice that a young woman in your unit has changed greatly in the last few weeks.  She has become withdrawn and unhappy.

There are signs that she is being picked on/bullied by some of the older girls/members.

One member says that it is because her mother has had a breakdown.

How would your staff team intervene?

With they young person?

With the group?

What are the wider implications?




